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SUMMARY Collaborative filtering (CF) has been widely used in recommender systems to generate personalized recommendations. However, recommender systems using CF are vulnerable to shilling attacks, in which attackers inject fake profiles to manipulate recommendation results. Thus, shilling attacks pose a threat to the credibility of recommender systems. Previous studies mainly derive features from characteristics of item ratings in user profiles to detect attackers, but the methods suffer from low accuracy when attackers adopt new rating patterns. To overcome this drawback, we derive features from properties of item popularity in user profiles, which are determined by users’ different selecting patterns. This feature extraction method is based on the prior knowledge that attackers select items to rate with man-made rules while normal users do this according to their inner preferences. Then, machine learning classification approaches are exploited to make use of these features to detect and remove attackers. Experiment results on the MovieLens dataset and Amazon review dataset show that our proposed method improves detection performance. In addition, the results justify the practical value of features derived from selecting patterns.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique widely used in recommender systems [1], [2]. Recommender systems using CF bring huge profits for industries by creating excellent recommendation results for users [3]. The filtering process of CF is based on user profiles [4], [5], and therefore it fails to work well when encountering shilling attacks [6], [7], in which attackers inject fake profiles to manipulate recommendation results made by CF [8]. As a result, attackers can insert spam ratings or reviews to mislead the normal users in recommender systems [9]–[11].

According to the purpose of attacks, shilling attacks can be classified as push attacks and nuke attacks. The former tries to make a target item easier to be recommended, while the latter does the contrary [12], [13]. Shilling attacks reduce the prediction accuracy of recommender systems [12]. As a result, the recommended items for users do not match their preferences, which affect users’ satisfaction. Prior research shows that the target item can be pushed to the top of a recommendation list by inserting one percent fake profiles [14]. Therefore, how to detect shilling attacks is of great significance to the robustness of recommender systems [13].

We define injected profiles as attack profiles [13], then the task of shilling attack detection is to find attack profiles [15]. In recent years, there have been a lot of studies on shilling attack detection. In general, there are three categories of methods: supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised methods [15]–[17]. The common aspect of these methods is that the features they used are mostly derived from user rating patterns, namely extracting attributes from the ratings assigned to items in user profiles [13]. Two main problems exist with these features: (1) The ratings given by some normal users look similar to those of attackers, which easily leads to misjudgment of these normal users; (2) These features, such as RDMA (Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement) [16] or DegSim (Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors) [16], are extracted based on a certain kind of attack. Hence, detection methods based on these features do not fit various changes of shilling attacks in the actual systems.

To solve these problems, the paper makes the empirical analysis of users’ popularity characteristics caused by different selecting patterns between normal users and attackers. Then features are derived from the popularity distribution of rated items in user profiles. We denote the popularity of an item as the number of ratings it has. The principle behind these features is that attackers have limited knowledge about the system, hence, attackers select items to rate with man-made rules while normal users do that in accordance with their inner preferences. Because the popularity of items in the systems follows the power-law distribution, popularity distribution of rated items in attackers’ profiles will differ from those of normal users caused by different selecting strategies. After extracting features, machine learning algorithms are exploited to get our attacker detection method (Pop-SAD). The results on the MovieLens dataset show that Pop-SAD achieves better detection performance than methods using features derived from rating patterns. Moreover, experiments conducted on the Amazon review dataset demonstrate the practical aspect for shilling attack detection.
detection of our proposed method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we summarize some previous works. In Sect. 3, we present some empirical analysis of popularity characteristics caused by selecting patterns. Section 4 presents the proposed detection method (Pop-SAD). In Sect. 5, we report experimental results made on the MovieLens and Amazon review datasets against some existing methods. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, we first illustrate some common attack models and their characteristics. Then, we describe two features extracted from user rating patterns. Finally, we review several notable shilling attack detection algorithms.

2.1 Attack Models

The user profile refers to a collection of user ratings to all items [6]. In order to behave like normal users, the attackers use attack models to create attack profiles based on their knowledge about the recommender systems, such as rating database and item popularity [18]. The general form of an attack profile is shown in Table 1 [15].

As shown in Table 1, an attack profile consists of a \(|I|\) dimensional vector of ratings, where \(|I| = (s + f + nl + t)\), \(s\), \(f\), \(nl\), and \(t\) denote the number of items in sets \(I_S\), \(I_F\), \(I_N\), and \(I_t\) respectively [18]. We describe the details of these four sets as follows.

(1) \(I_S\) is the set of selected items based on specific needs of the attacker. Items in \(I_S\) are given rating values by function \(\alpha\). \(I_S\) is not a necessary for some attack models.

(2) \(I_F\) is the set of filler items and is used to decrease the sparseness of the attack profiles in order to disguise attackers. Items in \(I_F\) are given rating values by function \(\beta\) and are usually chosen randomly.

(3) \(I_N\) is the set of unrated items.

(4) \(I_t\) is the set of target items selected to be attacked.

For each attack profile, there is usually a single target item, \(i_t\), in it. The rating given to it will be the maximum for push attack or minimum for nuke attack as determined by the function \(\gamma\).

Let \(s/|I|\) be selected size, which is the ratio between the number of items \(I_S\) and the length of a attack profile. Let \(f/|I|\) be filler size, which is the ratio between the number of items \(I_F\) and the length of a attack profile. We also define attack size as the ratio between the number of inserted attack profiles and the whole normal profiles in the rating database.

The attack model is used to create attack profiles [15], [18], so it can be defined by the strategies for selecting items in sets \(I_S\), \(I_F\) and the rating functions \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(\gamma\) for giving rating values to items [18]. Several common attack models are summarized in Table 2. We define the strategies for selecting items as selecting patterns and the strategies for giving rating values to items as rating patterns.

In Table 2, we refer to \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\) as the mean and standard deviation of ratings for all items, \(\mu_i\) and \(\sigma_i\) as the mean and standard deviation of ratings for item \(i\), and \(r_{\text{max}}\) and \(r_{\text{min}}\) are the maximum and minimum values in the rating database [13], [19].

Among these models, the random attack model is a naive attack in which filler items are those randomly chosen using random values. The average attack model is a more sophisticated attack model and items in the filler set are randomly chosen using the average rating value. The bandwagon attack model is the extension to the basic attack models. Besides filler items, the selected items in bandwagon attacks are those frequently rated with a high rating. The average of popular items attack (Aop attack) model is an obfuscated version of the average attack model in which items are chosen with equal probability from the top \(x\)% of most popular items rather than the entire items.

The hybrid attack model, which combines various types of common attack models together, is very likely to be adopted by shilling attackers to make their attacks more difficult to detect [15]. Therefore, the attack models described in our paper represent those which are widely adopted in academia and industry [20].

2.2 Features Derived from Rating Patterns

A feature extraction method is used because the dimension of a user profile is so high that computing directly on a profile becomes impossible [21]. Existing shilling attack detection methods mostly derived features from rating values in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>General form of an attack profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I_S)</td>
<td>(I_F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I_{S,1} \cdots I_{S,n})</td>
<td>(I_{F,1} \cdots I_{F,f})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha(I_{S,1}) \cdots \alpha(I_{S,n}))</td>
<td>(\beta(I_{F,1}) \cdots \beta(I_{F,f}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Summary of four common shilling attack models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attack model</td>
<td>(I_S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random attack</td>
<td>(\emptyset)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average attack</td>
<td>(\emptyset)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwagon attack</td>
<td>A set of some most popular items and (\forall i \in I_S, \alpha(i) = r_{\text{max}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoP attack</td>
<td>(\emptyset)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the user profiles [6]. As attackers gain limited knowledge about the systems, their ratings given to items are different from those of normal users [6]. Among these features, DegSim and RDMA are the most popular ones and are calculated according to the formulas (1) and (2) [6], [21], [22].

- Degree of similarity with Top Neighbors (DegSim)

\[
\text{DegSim}_u = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{k} W_{uv}}{k} \tag{1}
\]

where \( W_{uv} \) is the similarity between user \( u \) and user \( v \). The mean similarity value of user \( u \)'s top \( k \) most similar users is denoted as \( \text{DegSim}_u \).

- Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement (RDMA)

\[
\text{RDMA}_u = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{NR_i} \left| r_{ui} - \bar{r}_i \right|}{NR_i} \tag{2}
\]

where \( NR_i \) is the number of items user \( u \) rated, \( r_{ui} \) is the rating of user \( u \) given to item \( i \), \( \bar{r}_i \) is the mean rating value that item \( i \) got in the rating database, \( NR_i \) is the number of ratings that item \( i \) has been given in the system.

2.3 Shilling Attack Detection Methods

In 2004, shilling attacks were noticed by researchers who studied the effect of attack models against recommender systems [7]. Since then, numerous efforts have been made to develop methods to detect shilling attacks. According to the amount of labels needed to train a model, these methods can be divided into three categories.

- Attack detection based on supervised learning

In this type, a classifier is trained with some detection features to classify two types of users. For example, Chirita et al. [16] proposed two features, DegSim and RDMA, to detect attackers; Williams et al. [9], [22] systematically defined detection features for shilling attacks, and then proposed a decision tree algorithm for shilling attack detection.

- Attack detection based on unsupervised learning

Unsupervised learning methods get the detectors without labels of users. Mehta et al. [17] first put forward the unsupervised learning based detector, PCA-SelectUsers. Zhang et al. [23] put forward a large component searching (LC) algorithm to find the most associated sub-matrices in a user-user similarity matrix to detect shilling attackers.

- Attack detection based on semi-supervised learning

In the real situation, there exist few labeled data, thus semi-supervised learning method is used to detect attackers. Cao et al. [15] firstly proposed a semi-supervised learning framework called Semi-SAD for shilling attack detection and EM algorithm is used to estimate the parameters, then they proposed HySAD, in which feature automatic selection function was added, to detect shilling attacks [20].

Although the above-mentioned algorithms perform well in shilling attack detection, they just rely on rating patterns of users to find attackers. However, attackers can adopt new strategies for giving rating values to evade detection. In this paper, we derive features from selecting patterns rather than rating patterns. We hope our proposed features can discriminate attack users from the popularity perspective and increase the cost of attacks.

3. Popularity Analysis of User Profiles

Unlike normal users, attackers aim at promoting or suppressing the target items [7], [13]. Thus, the selecting patterns of attackers differ from those of normal users. While traditional research studied the characteristics related to rating patterns, we study the popularity characteristics of users.

Intuitively, because items in the recommender systems have different popularity values, the popularity distributions of rated items in user profiles will be different if users select items to rate with different mechanisms. In order to verify this intuition, we first look at the distribution characteristics of item popularity in a recommender system, and then show the popularity characteristics of rated items in user profiles.

3.1 Property of Item Popularity Distribution

The item popularity refers to the number of ratings an item has been given [24], [25]. The high popularity of an item means the item is quite popular among users. Our purpose is to find the distribution that item popularity values follow. Towards this goal, we use the MovieLens 100K dataset issued by GroupLens as an example to cover the property of distribution. MovieLens 100K is a rating set crawled from the MovieLens web site (http://movielens.org). This dataset consists of the ratings from 943 users on 1682 items, with a rating frequency not less than 20 for each user. The paper assumes that users in the original dataset are normal users and the inserting users are attackers.

Figure 1 (a) shows the cumulative distribution function of items’ popularity in the system. We find from the figure that a large fraction of the items’ popularity locates at the lower level, which means only a few items selected by a lot of people. The phenomenon is known as the long tail effect [26], [27]. This kind of effect is also known as the power law distribution. In order to fit the item popularity in a recommender system, the generalized Pareto distribution is selected as a theoretical model to fit them [28]. The fitting result is shown in Fig. 1 (b).

It can be seen from the fitting chart that item popularity distribution complies with Pareto distribution to some extent. More proof details can be found in [24]. Thus, one unbalance can be foreseen: the probability of each item selected by customers is not equal, and a few of items are much popular than others. This leads to the conclusion that if users choose items to rate with the different mechanisms,
then the item popularity in their profiles will be different.

3.2 Popularity Characteristics of User Profiles

Normal users and attackers select items to rate with different mechanism: Normal users select items to rate with inner preference while attackers do that with rules according to the attack models. While item popularity values follow power-law distribution, this leads to the difference of popularity characteristics of rated items in user profiles due to various selecting mechanisms.

In the previous section, the user profile refers to a collection of user ratings to all items. Before we check the popularity characteristics of user profiles, we give some definitions below.

**Definition 1**: The popularity profile refers to a set of item popularity values of rated items.

We denote the popularity profile of user \( u \) as \( PP_u = (d_{u,1}, d_{u,2}, \ldots, d_{u,N_u}) \), where \( N_u \) is the number of items user \( u \) has rated. \( d_{u,i} \) is item \( i \)'s popularity value if user \( u \) gives a rating to item \( i \).

For example, if there are three items in the system which are denoted by \( i_1, i_2, \) and \( i_3 \), with popularity values denoted by \( d_1, d_2, \) and \( d_3 \). If user \( u \) gives ratings only to \( i_1 \) and \( i_3 \), the popularity profile of user \( u \) is \((d_1, d_3)\). Item \( i_2 \)'s popularity is not included because each element of popularity profile is the popularity of rated items.

**Definition 2**: The popularity distribution of a user refers to the probability distribution of item popularity values in the user's popularity profile \( PP_u \).

Each element in this distribution is the probability of elements in \( PP_u \) whose popularity values equal to a certain value. The probability can be calculated as \( p_{u,i} = N_{d_{u,i}} / N_u \), where \( N_u \) is the number of items in user \( u \)'s popularity profile, \( N_{d_{u,i}} \) is the number of elements with popularity equal to \( i \). Note that we do not take popularity values equal to zero into account. Then popularity distribution of user \( u \) is denoted as \( D_u = (p_{u,1}, p_{u,2}, \ldots, p_{u,d_{\text{max}}}) \), where \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum value of popularity in the system.

As can be seen from the typical shilling attack models in Sect. 2.1, there are three kinds of attacks when only selecting patterns are considered [6], [7]: 1) Attackers who randomly choose items to rate from the whole item set, such as random attacks and average attacks; 2) Attackers who randomly choose items to rate from the top-\( x \)% popular item set, such as average over popular attacks (Aop attacks); 3) Attackers who randomly choose items to rate both from the whole item set and from certain kind of item set, such as bandwagon attacks. Other attackers can be included in these three categories. Attacker profiles which are generated by random, Aop and bandwagon attack models are analyzed to get popularity characteristics of user profiles.

We set attack size equals to 10%, and filler size changes from 3%, 6% to 9% for random attacks; top-x% changes from 20%, 40% to 60% for Aop attacks; ratio between selected size and filler size, changes from 0.5, 1 to 1.5 for bandwagon attacks. We randomly choose ten normal user profiles and ten attack profiles to report results. Then the comparison of two user groups' cumulative probability function of popularity distribution is shown in Figs. 2-4.

We notice from all three charts that popularity of rated items in normal users located evenly as the value of popularity increases. It can also be noticed from Fig. 2 that if attackers selected items randomly from the whole item set, their popularity values mainly located in the smaller value area. The reason is that item popularity values follow the power-law distribution, therefore, the items with lower popularity are more likely to be hit if selected blindly.

In addition, as seen from Fig. 3, if attackers selected items randomly from the popular item set, then their popularity mainly located in the larger value area. The reason is that all selected items have large popularity values. Now we turn to the Fig. 4, it can be found that if attackers selected items from both item set, a clear turning point would be found in the cumulative probability function.

To summarize, popularity distributions of users change as selecting patterns change. Though attackers can adopt new selecting patterns, their knowledge about the rating database of a recommender system is limited, therefore, their selecting behavior still show difference. Moreover, the purpose of attackers is to change the prediction of target items, so attackers will select target items while normal
users will not. As a result, popularity will always show the difference if they want to shill the target items. Consequently, we can use popularity distributions of rated items in user profiles to extract features.

4. The Proposed Method

4.1 Overview

Popularity Characteristics of user profiles are analyzed in the former section. We find that the popularity distributions of rated items in normal user profiles and attack profiles are different due to different selecting patterns. In this section, we propose a shilling attack detection algorithm named Pop-SAD. The framework in Fig. 5 is given as a description of Pop-SAD.

The left side of the framework is data preprocessing stage. The popularity of an item can be obtained through counting ratings the item has got in the rating database. Then the popularity profile of each user is formed according to definition 1. The middle side of the framework is the feature extracting stage. Through accumulating probabil-

Fig. 2 Contrast of cumulative probability function (random attacks), (a) filler size = 3%, (b) filler size = 6%, (c) filler size = 9%.

Fig. 3 Contrast of cumulative probability function (Aop attacks), (a) top-x% = 20%, (b) top-x% = 40%, (c) top-x% = 60%.

Fig. 4 Contrast of cumulative probability function (bandwagon attacks), (a) ratio = 0.5, (b) ratio = 1, (c) ratio = 1.5.

Fig. 5 Framework of the proposed method
ity values over several intervals, each user is represented by these probability values. The right side of the frame is the classification stage. Combined with machine learning classification approaches, the features are used to find attackers.

4.2 Feature Extraction Method

In the former section, we give the definitions of popularity profile and popularity distribution of a user, which are the output of data preprocessing stage. For our detection purpose, it is not necessary to operate on all possible values of the popularity distribution [29]. Instead, it is appropriate to consider only a small number of accumulated probability over some intervals. Therefore, we bucket the range of popularity distribution into several intervals to get accumulated probability as features [29], [30]. Then the task becomes how to get the width of each interval to divide the whole range into several intervals. As a toy example, we divide the popularity distribution of users in MovieLens 100K into six intervals when the whole range (1 to 583) is divided according to the width 100 shown in Table 3.

But how to decide the width of the interval remains a question. We notice that the popularity distributions of two types of users are different, and thus we check whether the value of Mean popularity can be used as the width to divide the range into intervals. The mean popularity of a user (MPU) refers to the mean value of popularity profile, or the mean value of rated items’ popularity in a user profile. MPU is obtained by Formula (3).

\[
MPU_u = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_u} d_{u,i}}{N_u}
\]

(3)

Where \(N_u\) is the number of items user \(u\’)s has rated. \(d_{u,i}\) is the popularity of user \(u\’)s \(i\)-th rated item. We show the distribution of normal users’ and attackers’ MPU in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 (a) shows the distribution of normal users’ MPU in MovieLens. It can be found that the values of normal users’ MPU are normally larger than a certain value (here is 100). Figure 6 (b) shows the distribution of attackers’ MPU with 10% filler size.

It can be found if attackers select items to rate randomly, their MPU will normally be less than a certain value (here is 100). So here comes our method to decide the width. We set the width of each interval as the lower boundary of all normal users’ MPU values. Here we denote these probability values at these \(k\) intervals as our features. The general way to decide the width and get features is shown in Table 4.

4.3 Detection of Attackers

After the features are obtained, machine learning classification approaches can be used to train a detector to detect attackers. We treat shilling attack detection as the problem of classification, which is to make a classification between normal users and attacker. Therefore, in this paper, we exploit classification algorithms [31] as the basic model and get the final detection method called Pop-SAD. Pop-SAD is trained on both collected normal user profiles and attacker profiles, and it is able to classify a new user as a normal user or attacker. Our proposed detector is the supervised style, but it can be extended to another kind of machine learning.
5. Experiments and Discussions

In this section, we present experimental method, results and discussion. First, the experimental method is introduced. Then, three groups of experiment results are shown. The first is conducted on MovieLens 100K dataset to compare the detection accuracy between the proposed detection method (Pop-SAD) and state-of-the-art methods. The second is conducted on the same dataset to see the effectiveness of our proposed feature extraction method. The last is conducted on the Amazon review dataset to show the practical value of the proposed method. Finally, we describe some discussions related to Pop-SAD.

5.1 Experimental Method

- Dataset: We conducted experiments on MovieLens 100K dataset and Amazon review dataset. The MovieLens 100K dataset consists of the ratings from 943 users on 1682 items, with a rating frequency not less than 20 for each item [4]. The Amazon review dataset is crawled from Amazon.cn till August 20, 2012, which contains 1205125 reviews written by 645072 reviewers on 136785 products [32]. Each review has 6 attributes: ReviewerID, ProductID, Product Brand, Rating, Date and Review Text. Moreover, 5055 reviewers are labeled in this dataset, with 1822 attackers and 3233 normal users.

- Measures: We used precision, recall and $F_1 - measure$ to measure the performance. $F_1 - measure$ is a standard metric with the combination of precision and recall. Precision and recall are the ratio of the predicted true attackers to the predicted attackers and true attackers, respectively. These measures can be calculated as follows.

$$Precision = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$Recall = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$F_1 - measure = \frac{2 \times Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where $#TP$ is the number of attackers who are correctly identified, $#TN$ is the number of normal users accurately detected. $#FP$ is the number of attackers who are avoided being detected and $#FN$ is the number of normal users who are incorrectly identified as attackers.

- Baselines: For the experiments conducted on the MovieLens 100K dataset, we select Bayes-SAD [22], a supervised classification method; PCA-SAD [17], an unsupervised classification method; Semi-SAD [15], a semi-supervised classification method as the baselines to compare with Pop-SAD in terms of detection accuracy in Sect. 5.3. The analysis of the interval number’s effect on detection performance is illustrated in Sect. 5.2. For the experiments conducted on the Amazon review dataset, we choose detection methods using linguistic-based, individual behavioral-based and collusive behavioral-based features as the baselines to compare with our proposed detection method in detecting review attackers in Sect. 5.4. The purpose is to show features extracted from popularity distribution is able to make a distinction between normal users and attackers in different datasets.

5.2 Detection Performance of Different Methods

Pop-SAD uses the features derive from selecting patterns to train a detector while most traditional methods use the features derive from rating features to find attackers. To show the superiority of detecting attackers via selecting patterns analysis, this paper compared Pop-SAD with baselines, i.e. Semi-SAD, Bayes-SAD and PCA-SAD.

Here we choose Naive Bayes to make use of the proposed features to get the proposed method, Pop-SAD. The reasons why Naive Bayes is chosen are two-fold: first, some works aim to detect shilling attacks [15], [17], [22] use Naive Bayes as their basic classifier, and we can compare our method with them; second, the main contribution of our paper is to detect attackers from the perspective of selecting patterns, so choice of a public used method can contribute the detection effect to our proposed features.

We fixed the attack size at 10% and changed the filler size at all levels (5% to 50%) to get the results. We set top-1% fixed to 0.5 in AoP attacks, and ratio between filler size and selected size equals to 1 in bandwagon attacks. Ten target items with different popularity are chosen to generate attack profiles and each time only a target item is used. In order to get unbiased results, we conducted 100 times of experiments for each target item then reported the results according to the average detection accuracy on these ten items.

We used the common test set with 20% of original data for each method at each round of experiment. For the training phase, the rest 80% data were used for training phase of Semi-SAD, Pop-SAD. For Semi-SAD, we adopt the experiment setup described in [15] and used 20% labeled data and 60% unlabeled data for training. For PCA-SAD, we do not need training set but we reported the result on the common test set. The performance of detecting random attacks, AoP attacks and bandwagon attacks are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. Detection result on hybrid attacks, which is the mixture of these three kinds of attack, with each attack size fixed at 5% is shown in Fig. 10.

It can be found in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 that when detecting single attacks, the accuracy values of Pop-SAD, Semi-SAD, and Bayes-SAD are all acceptable. PCA-SAD fails to work well when detecting AoP attacks, the reason behind maybe that AoP attacks take advantage of popular items, consequently, it causes the misjudgment of normal users. Another aspect is that when the filler size is small, Pop-SAD still works well because it can make use of the popularity...
distribution of rated items in user profiles.

From Fig. 10 we can find Pop-SAD outperforms all other three methods in the hybrid attacks. While hybrid attacks make features extracted from ratings hard to locate attackers, features extracted from popularity still work well because the popularity distribution is still powerful to detect attackers.

5.3 Impact of the Number of Intervals on the Detection Performance

We proposed feature extraction method in Sect. 4.2 to get the features. But the number of intervals, which is also the number of features, is a parameter that needs to be decided before. We made $k$ equal to 6 in MovieLens 100K dataset according to proposed feature extraction method. In this subsection, we added two additional numbers of features, 3 and 12, to show the rationality of our method. Probability in $k$ interval is used as features. The paper demonstrates the comparison of $F_1$ measure for three interval numbers ($k$) at all levels of attack sizes (5% to 20%) and at all levels of filler sizes (3% to 30%). 10-fold cross-validation was used to get the results. Results on three typical attack models are shown in Tables 5-7.

Table 5 is the effect of the feature number on the $F_1$ measure of random attacks. From the table, it can be found that the values of interval number have no direct effect on the detection accuracy, but when the value of interval number is too large, the detection performance is not good. We set top-$x\%$ fixed to 0.3 in the AoP attacks. The results are shown in Table 6. The value of interval number impacts the detection results a lot, and when the interval number is large, Pop-
Table 7 Impact of the number of intervals ($k$) on bandwagon attack detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack size (%)</th>
<th>Filler size (%)</th>
<th>Interval number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k=3$</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k=6$</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k=12$</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Practical Value of the Proposed Detection Method

SAD performs not so well. We set the ratio between filler size and selected size equals to 1 in the bandwagon attacks to get the result in Table 7. It can be found that the values of $F1$ measure first increase then decrease as the values of interval number increase.

From the three tables, it can be concluded our proposed feature extraction method gives a moderate estimation of the number of features. It not only gets a good detection effect but also reduces the computational cost and effectively prevents over-fitting due to its moderate interval number.

Fig. 11 Property of item popularity distribution in the Amazon review dataset

Fig. 12 Distribution of MPU in the Amazon review dataset

Fig. 12 shows the distribution of 5055 labeled users’ MPU in the Amazon review dataset. MPU is the mean popularity of item popularity of a user profile. It can be found that the values of normal users’ MPU are normally larger than that of attackers. This means normal users have different selecting behavior with attackers, therefore, it is reasonable to adopt the feature extraction method introduced in Sect. 4.2 to derive features from item popularity in user profiles.

Note that this dataset is only part of the whole rating database of Amazon.cn, so we divide the whole range of popularity distribution according to average value of MPU rather than the minimum value of MPU to get the features. This kind of feature is called popularity-based features in this subsection.

To check the effectiveness of our proposed features, we adopted other three features to make a comparison: linguistic-based features, which are extracted from the text of each user’s reviews; individual behavioral-based features, which are extracted from the post behavior of each user; collusive behavioral-based features, which are extracted from the group post behavior of users. More detail about these three features can be found in [32]. KNN and SVM are used to take advantage of features to form detection methods. The reason why KNN and SVM were chosen rather than Naive Bayes is to ensure the proposed features can work well with other machine learning methods. 10-fold cross-validation was used to get the results shown in Table 8.

1http://www.amazon.cn
Table 8  Comparison of different features in detecting shilling attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature type</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity-based</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic-based</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual behavioral-based</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collusive behavioral-based</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity-based</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic-based</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual behavioral-based</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collusive behavioral-based</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 8 that our proposed features has the largest recall rates. Moreover, compared with linguistic-based and individual behavioral-based features, the $F1$ – measure of our proposed features is the best. This indicates that the proposed features are superior to these two traditional features. Though the $F1$ – measure value of the proposed does not outperform that of collusive behavioral-based features, collusive behavioral-based features need to find the group of each user first, which makes it harder to calculate them than our proposed features [32]. All in all, the proposed features are able to detect attackers in the real-life situation, which proves the practical value of our proposed detection method.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Time Cost

In the first two experiments we have shown that detection methods using features extracted from selecting patterns outperformed those using features derived from rating patterns in terms of detection performance. Additionally, we need to check the time cost of computing each kind of feature.

The computation time of the traditional features derived from rating patterns, such as Degsim or RDMA, lies in 1) the calculation of the similarity matrix among users; 2) the calculation of items’ mean value of rating and the number of rating times [16]. The similarity matrix computation time is $O(m \times m \times n) = O(m^2 \times n)$, while the time cost of rating related computation is $O(n^2)$, thus $O$(feature extraction) = $(m^2 \times n) + O(n^2) = O((m^2 + n) \times n)$. Here, $m$ is short for the number of users and $n$ for the number of items in the system.

The computation time of the proposed features derived from selecting patterns lies in 1) the statistics of item popularity; 2) getting probability over $k$ intervals. The computation time of item popularity is $O(m \times n)$, while the time cost of probability computation is also $O(m \times n)$. Therefore, $O$(feature extraction) = $O(m \times n)$ can be obtained.

From the time contrast, we find the computation of proposed features is faster than the traditional features, which is a very large improvement in practice.

5.5.2 Effectiveness Analysis

In the last experiment we have described the practical value of the proposed method, but we need to analyze the effectiveness of our proposed method in a more general way. The purpose of shilling attacks is to manipulate the recommendation results, therefore, attackers need some strategies to select items to rate and give rating values to items, which means selecting patterns and rating patterns respectively. Randomly inserted profiles without attack models will cause no significant impact on the recommender systems [6]. But attackers’ knowledge about the recommender systems is limited [13]. Therefore, a user is judged as an attacker only if he adopt some strategic selecting patterns and rating patterns.

Attackers may imitate the real users’ selecting and rating patterns and change their rating patterns, hence, features extracted from rating patterns may lose effect as the time pass by. However, no matter what kind of ways the attackers select items to rate, they need to select the target item because that is their purpose of attacks [6], [16]. Finally, attackers need more knowledge to evade our detection, so their cost increases. In the view of the above discussions, the effectiveness of our detection method via selecting patterns analysis remains superior to other methods.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we detected shilling attacks via the analysis of selecting patterns. While item popularity in recommender systems usually follows the power-law distribution, different selecting patterns between normal users and attackers lead to differences in popularity. Thus, we extracted features from the popularity distributions of user profiles. Then, the Naive Bayes algorithm was exploited to use proposed features to get our shilling attack detector Pop-SAD. Experiments on MovieLens 100K dataset and Amazon review dataset show Pop-SAD outperforms detectors built on these features derived from rating patterns in terms of detection performance.

As future work, we plan to combine features derive from rating patterns and selecting patterns to get more accurate detectors. Moreover, other information, such as timestamps and interval of ratings, can also be used to find attackers. Finally, because there are often few labeled but numerous unlabeled users available in practice, detection methods which deal with partial labels of users will be proposed for real-world applications.
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